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This article has an accompanying continuing medical education activity, also eligible for MOC credit on page e1529. Upon completion of this
activity, successful learners will be able to identify high risk patients with a history of excessive alcohol use but without any symptoms of liver
disease.
BACKGROUND & AIMS:
 Individual risk for developing alcohol-related liver disease (ALD) varies greatly. We hypothe-
sized that metabolic risk factors and genetic polymorphisms predict severity of ALD.
METHODS:
 Biopsy-controlled, cross-sectional study in patients with a history of excessive drinking. We
measured the homeostatic model assessment of insulin resistance (HOMA-IR), plasma tri-
glycerides, high- and low-density lipoproteins (HDL, LDL), and total cholesterol. Moreover, we
genotyped four single nucleotide polymorphisms in PNPLA3 (rs738409C>G), TM6SF2
(rs58542926C>T), MBOAT7 (rs641738C>T), and HSD17B13 (rs72613567T>TA). We assessed
predictors of higher fibrosis stage using multivariable ordered logistic regression.
RESULTS:
 Of 325 included patients, 25% had severe fibrosis or cirrhosis and 59% had HOMA-IR ‡2.5.
HOMA-IR increased for each fibrosis stage, while there was a similar decrease in LDL and total
cholesterol. Individuals with risk variant PNPLA3 rs738409-G or TM6SF2 rs58542926-T had
higher fibrosis stage. In multivariable regression, HOMA-IR ‡2.5 (OR[ 3.04, 95% CI 1.90-4.87),
LDL <2.60 mmol/L (OR [ 2.05, 95% CI 1.33-3.16), TM6SF2 rs58542926-T (OR [ 1.99, 95%
CI 1.17-3.37), age above 50 years (OR [ 1.66, 95% CI 1.03-2.70), and PNPLA3 rs738409-G
(OR [ 1.54, 95% CI 1.11-2.12) independently predicted higher fibrosis stage. Independent
predictors of hepatic inflammatory activity were HOMA-IR, active drinking, age, and PNPLA3 risk
variant. Active drinking, elevated triglycerides, and PNPLA3 risk variant predicted steatosis.
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CONCLUSIONS:
 Insulin resistance is the strongest predictor of liver fibrosis stage and hepatic inflammation in
patients with alcohol-related liver disease. Genetic susceptibility further aggravates this risk.
These data highlight the clinical value of detailed metabolic and genetic profiling of patients
with excessive alcohol use.
Keywords: Alcoholic Liver Disease; Fatty Liver; Genetics; Insulin Resistance.
Abbreviations used in this paper: ALD, alcohol-related liver disease; BMI,
body mass index; CI, confidence interval; HbA1c, glycosylated hemoglo-
bin; HDL, high-density lipoprotein; HOMA-IR, homeostatic model
assessment for insulin resistance; HSD17B13, 17b-hydroxysteroid dehy-
drogenase type 13; LDL, low-density lipoprotein; MBOAT7, membrane-
bound O-acyltransferase domain-containing 7; NAFLD, nonalcoholic fatty
liver disease; NAS-CRN, NAFLD Activity Score of the Clinical Research
Network; OR, odds ratio; PNPLA3, patatin-like phospholipase domain-
containing protein 3; SNP, single nucleotide polymorphism; TM6SF2,
transmembrane 6 superfamily 2.
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Alcohol is the most frequent cause of liver-related
mortality in most countries, including the United

States.1 Although there is a dose-response relationship
between alcohol and risk of progressive liver disease,2

magnitude of drinking does not explain the heterogene-
ity in alcohol-related liver disease (ALD).3 We therefore
need to improve our understanding of the factors that
affect fibrosis severity to develop effective treatment
strategies.

In vitro and in vivo findings show that lipid
dysfunction is a key driver of ALD.4 Liver damage in
ALD may therefore be aggravated by the same fac-
tors that determine progression of nonalcoholic
fatty liver disease (NAFLD): insulin resistance,
obesity, and dyslipidemia.5 For example, alcohol
combined with genetic risk of steatosis increases
the risk of liver cirrhosis,6 whereas alcohol and
Western diet induce a proinflammatory, profibro-
genic milieu in rodents.4 Obese patients who drink
in excess have higher risk of liver-related morbidity
and mortality than obese patients who drink within
the recommended limits.7,8

Several single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs),
which were originally discovered in NAFLD, also
associate with alcohol-related cirrhosis in
population-based and case-control studies.9 The
most investigated polymorphisms include patatin-
like phospholipase domain-containing protein 3
(PNPLA3) (rs738409-G), transmembrane 6 super-
family 2 (TM6SF2) (rs58542926-T), and membrane-
bound O-acyltransferase domain-containing 7
(MBOAT7) (rs641738-T), all of which are regulators
of hepatic lipid metabolism.6,9 Recently, 17b-
hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase type 13 (HSD17B13)
(rs72613567-TA) was shown to protect from ALD
and NAFLD cirrhosis.10

Despite the recognized overlap between meta-
bolic and genetic risk factors for NAFLD and ALD,
neither the impact of the full spectrum of risk
factors nor their combined effects have been suffi-
ciently assessed in patients with early stage, biopsy-
controlled ALD.

We hypothesized that metabolic and genetic risk
factors significantly impact the severity of ALD, inde-
pendent of recent alcohol consumption and long-term
excessive use. Our primary aim was to evaluate the
combined effect of markers of lipid and glucose meta-
bolism and the 4 risk SNPs on liver fibrosis stage. The
secondary aim was to test their association with hepatic
inflammation and steatosis.
Methods

We conducted a cross-sectional, biopsy-controlled
study (Danish Data Protection Agency ID 13/8204,
ethical ID S-20120071, S-20160021, S-20170087). The
study methods are described in detail in 2 previously
published diagnostic studies.11,12 We recruited patients
consecutively through standard referrals to 3 outpatient
liver clinics, from 2 municipal alcohol rehabilitation
centers, and through a community call to screen for ALD
in the region of Southern Denmark. All patients gave
written, informed consent before inclusion.
Patients

We recruited patients with a history of excessive
alcohol use for more than 1 year, defined as >24 g/day
for women and >36 g/day for men. Additional inclusion
criteria were age 18–75 years and informed consent to
undergo a liver biopsy. The exclusion criteria were
obvious cirrhosis assessed by ultrasonography or
biochemistry; previously known chronic liver disease;
concurrent viral, autoimmune, or genetic liver disease;
severe alcoholic hepatitis; expected survival of less than
1 year; disseminated malignancy; or inability to comply
with the study protocol.

All investigations were performed on the same day,
after a 10-minute rest, preceded by an overnight fast.
Investigations included standardized questionnaires to
obtain the patient’s medical history and current medi-
cation. We surveyed alcohol history through a stan-
dardized interview with questions on magnitude and
duration of drinking. We defined abstinence as not
drinking any alcoholic beverages for at least 1 week
leading up to study inclusion and long-term excessive
use as a harmful use of alcohol for more than 20 years.

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
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What You Need To Know

Background
Individual risk for developing alcohol-related liver
disease varies greatly, but the impact and interplay
of underlying risk factors remain unclear.

Findings
The majority of patients who drink in excess are
metabolically unhealthy. Particularly insulin resis-
tance and genetic susceptibility have considerable,
independent impact on fibrosis severity.

Implications for patient care
Control of metabolic disorders could be as important
as lowering alcohol use in patients with alcohol-
related liver disease. Genetics can improve risk
stratification in patients with a history of excess
drinking.
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Metabolic and Genetic Risk Factors

We measured blood pressure, body mass index (BMI),
fasting blood glucose, glycosylated hemoglobin (HbA1c),
plasma triglycerides, total cholesterol, and high- and low-
density lipoproteins (HDL, LDL). Dyslipidemia was
defined as HDL cholesterol <1.00 mmol/L for men and
<1.30 mmol/L for women and/or triglycerides �1.7
mmol/L. Insulin resistance was defined as homeostasis
model assessment of insulin resistance (HOMA-IR) score
�2.5 according to the proposed criteria of metabolic
dysfunction-associated fatty liver disease.13 Elevated
LDL cholesterol was defined as >2.6 mmol/L.14 The 4
SNPs reported in this study were extracted from a
genome-wide typing of genetic variants. Imputed allele
dosages of the 4 SNPs PNPLA3 (rs738409C>G), TM6SF2
(rs58542926C>T), MBOAT7 (rs641738C>T), and
HSD17B13 (rs72613567T>TA) were extracted and
rounded to 0, 1, and 2 (detailed description in
Supplementary Material).
Histology

One pathologist (SD), blinded to the clinical data,
scored all liver biopsies of adequate quality (>10 mm
length and >5 portal tracts or presence of cirrhotic
nodules) in accordance with the NAFLD Activity Score of
the Clinical Research Network (NAS-CRN) for inflam-
mation, ballooning, and steatosis (detailed description in
Supplementary Material). The pathologist also assessed
fibrosis stages according to the NAS-CRN system.15
Statistics

We report categorical data as counts and frequencies
and continuous data as medians with interquartile
ranges. Chi-square and Kruskal-Wallis tests were used to
compare genotypes. We used ordered logistic regression
to investigate the impact of metabolic and genetic risk
factors on the severity of the histologic scores (detailed
description in Supplementary Material). First, we evalu-
ated the following metabolic and genetic predictors in
univariable ordered logistic regression: fasting plasma
glucose, HbA1c, HOMA-IR, BMI, HDL, LDL, total choles-
terol, and triglycerides and the individual genetic vari-
ants in PNPLA3, TM6SF2, MBOAT7, and HSD17B13.

Next, predictors with P <.10 were included in a
multivariable ordered logistic regression, where we also
controlled for age, gender, smoking, and whether the
patient was abstinent or drinking at inclusion. We
applied stepwise backwards elimination and report only
independent variables with P <.05. We performed post
hoc sensitivity analyses by correcting for use of statins,
antidiabetics, and antibiotics within the last 3 months.
We combined the risk factors in coefficient plots and
decision trees using recommended cutoff points for the
metabolic risk factors. The decision tree design used c2
automatic interaction detection to select variables to
predict advanced fibrosis (�F3). We considered P <.05
as statistically significant and used STATA 16 (College
Station, TX) for all calculations.
Results

Patients

From May 2013 to March 2018, we screened 588
consecutive patients and included 325 (flow chart,
Supplementary Figure 1). The majority of patients were
male, and the median duration of excess drinking was 16
years (Table 1). Only 6% were classified as metabolically
healthy with no metabolic risk factors.16 HOMA-IR was
�2.5 in 191 patients (59%), 15% had type 2 diabetes,
and 52% had dyslipidemia. The median BMI was 27 kg/
m2 (range 24–31), and 30% had a BMI greater than 30
kg/m2. Statins were used by 70 patients (22%), and oral
antidiabetics were used by 22 patients (7%). Half of the
patients were active alcohol consumers at inclusion,
whereas 45% had a history of harmful drinking
exceeding 20 years. Abstainers had higher LDL and lower
HDL cholesterol compared with active alcohol con-
sumers, whereas no other metabolic parameters differed
between the groups (Supplementary Table 1). For the
genetic variants, the minor allele frequencies were as
follows: PNPLA3 (rs738409-G) ¼ 0.24, TM6SF2
(rs58542926-T) ¼ 0.09, MBOAT7 (rs641738-T) ¼ 0.42,
and HSD17B13 (rs72613567-TA) ¼ 0.31 (Supplementary
Figure 2).

Metabolic Risk of Fibrosis

Several glycemic traits varied with higher fibrosis
stages (Figure 1A). Most notable was HOMA-IR, which



Table 1. Patient Characteristics

Characteristics All

Patients, n 325

Sex, n (male) 246 (76%)

Age, y 57 (50–64)

Weight, kg 83 (70–97)

BMI, kg/m2 27 (24–31)

Diabetes, n 50 (15%)

HOMA-IR �2.5, n 191 (59%)

Alcohol abstinent, (yes) 158 (49%)

Daily alcohol consumption if not abstinent, g 48 (24–96)

>20 years of excessive drinking, n 147 (45%)

Statin users 70 (22%)

Oral antidiabetic users 22 (7%)

Insulin users 11 (3%)

Antibiotics within last 3 months 29 (9%)

Liver parameters
Platelet count (109/L) 232 (186–286)
INR 1 (0.9–1.1)
Albumin (g/L) 41 (39–44)
ALT (U/L) 33 (21–49)
AST (U/L) 35 (26–55)
Alkaline phosphatase (U/L) 87 (72–118)
GGT (U/L) 81 (40–229)
Bilirubin (mmol/L) 11 (7–15)

Glucose metabolism
P-glucose (mmol/L) 6.3 (5.8–7.0)
HbA1c (mmol/mol) 37 (33–40)
Insulin (pmol/L) 74 (43–136)
Insulin resistance (HOMA-IR) 3.2 (1.6–6.3)

Lipid metabolism
HDL cholesterol (mmol/L) 1.3 (1.0–1.6)
LDL cholesterol (mmol/L) 2.9 (2.1–3.5)
Total cholesterol (mmol/L) 4.8 (4.2–5.8)
Triglycerides (mmol/L) 1.29 (0.93–1.81)

Single nucleotide polymorphisms
PNPLA3 (CC/CG/GG) 187/111/27 (58%, 34%, 8%)
TM6SF2 (CC/CT/TT) 273/50/2 (84%, 15%, 1%)
MBOAT7 (CC/CT/TT) 100/171/54 (31%, 53%, 17%)
HSD17B13 (TT/TTA/TATA) 150/147/24 (47%, 46%, 7%)

Liver histology
Fibrosis (stage 0/1/2/3/4) 34/111/98/23/59
Inflammation (score 0/1/2/3/4/5)a 67/81/76/46/28/21
Steatosis (grade 0/1/2/3) a 149/78/64/28

NOTE. All summary data are medians (25%–75% percentile) or counts (%).
aIn 6 liver biopsies, assessment of inflammation and steatosis was not possible.
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increased for every stepwise increase in fibrosis stage
(Figure 1B). HOMA-IR and presence of diabetes pre-
dicted liver fibrosis stage in an ordered logistic
regression for having at least one-stage higher fibrosis
(Table 2, detailed statistical description in
Supplementary Material). For each unit increase in
HOMA-IR, the odds of having at least a one-stage in-
crease in fibrosis increased by 11% (odds ratio [OR],
1.11; 95% confidence interval [CI], 1.06–1.16; P <
.001). In contrast, neither fasting blood glucose nor
HbA1c correlated with fibrosis stages (Table 2,
Supplementary Figure 3).



Figure 1.Metabolic risk factors for hepatic fibrosis according to NAS-CRN fibrosis staging system. P values indicate
significant difference to nearest fibrosis stage obtained by rank-sum tests between fibrosis stages. (A) Heatmap
showing relative level of the metabolic risk factors in relation to increasing fibrosis stage. Median of each risk factor is
normalized ranging from 0 to 1. (B) Box plot showing HOMA-IR increases with fibrosis stage. Horizontal line in the box
shows the median, with boxes extending from 25% to 75% of values (interquartile range), and outliers are shown as
dots. (C) Box plot showing LDL decreases with increasing stages of fibrosis. Horizontal line in the box shows the
median, with boxes extending from 25% to 75% of values (interquartile range), and outliers are shown as dots. (D) Bar
plot showing proportion of patients using lipid-lowering drugs (statins) for each fibrosis stage. We found no significant
differences in statin use between fibrosis stages. BMI, body mass index; Chol, total cholesterol, HbA1c, glycosylated
hemoglobin; HDL, high-density lipoprotein cholesterol; HOMA-IR, homeostatic model assessment for insulin resistance;
Glc, glucose; LDL, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol; NAS-CRN, NAFLD Activity Score of the Clinical Research
Network; TG, triglycerides.
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Regarding lipid metabolism, total cholesterol and
LDL levels decreased with increasing fibrosis stage
(Figure 1A, Supplementary Figure 3) and were
significantly associated with fibrosis stage in uni-
variable regression (Table 2). In total, 22% of par-
ticipants received lipid-lowering drugs, with no
difference between fibrosis stages (P ¼ .856,
Figure 1D).

Genetic Risk of Fibrosis

Higher stages of fibrosis were present in patients
with PNPLA3 rs738409-G and TM6SF2 rs58542926-T
(Supplementary Figure 4). For PNPLA3 rs738409C>G,
the proportion of patients with advanced fibrosis (�F3)
increased from 19% in CC-homozygotes to 28% in CG-
heterozygotes to 56% in GG-homozygotes (P < .001).
The corresponding results for TM6SF2 rs58542926-T
were 22% in CC-homozygotes, 40% in CT-
heterozygotes, and 100% in TT-homozygotes (P ¼
.001). PNPLA3 rs738409-G and TM6SF2 rs58542926-T
also predicted higher fibrosis stage in univariable
ordinal regression, whereas MBOAT7 rs641738-T and
HSD17B13 rs72613567-TA did not (Table 2). However,
the TA-allele of HSD17B13 rs72613567 protected against
higher fibrosis stage in PNPLA3 rs738409-G carriers
(per-allele OR ¼ 0.58; 95% CI, 0.36–0.96; P ¼.033)
(Supplementary Table 2).



Table 2.Metabolic and Genetic Risk Factors for Higher Fibrosis Stage in the Univariable and Multivariable Ordered Logistic
Regression Analysis

Risk factors

Fibrosis

Univariable Multivariable

OR (95% CI) P value OR (95% CI) P value

Age, y 1.04 (1.02–1.06) <.001 1.03 (1.01–1.05) .007

Gender, female 0.74 (0.47–1.18) .206

Active drinking, yes 1.18 (0.80–1.75) .409

>20 years of excessive drinking, n 1.33 (0.89–1.97) .161

Smoking, yes 0.76 (0.86–1.45) .179

Glucose metabolism
Diabetes, yes 2.24 (1.30–3.87) .004 NS
P-glucose, mmol/L 1.06 (0.96–1.17) .238
HbA1c, mmol/mol 0.99 (0.97–1.01) .152
HOMA-IR 1.11 (1.06–1.16) <.001 1.08 (1.03–1.13) .001

Lipid metabolism
BMI, kg/m2 1.01 (0.97–1.04) .690
HDL cholesterol, mmol/L 0.75 (0.50–1.14) .182
LDL cholesterol, mmol/L 0.67 (0.55–0.82) <.001 0.70 (0.57–0.87) .001
Total cholesterol, mmol/L 0.80 (0.69–0.94) .008 NS
Triglycerides, mmol/L 0.90 (0.77–1.07) .233

Genetic factors
PNPLA3 (CC vs CG) 1.60 (1.05–2.44) .029 1.64 (1.05–2.59) .031

(CC vs GG) 3.21 (1.49–6.92) .003 2.17 (1.00–4.73) .051
TM6SF2 (CC vs CT) 2.07 (1.19–3.62) .010 1.86 (1.00–3.45) .049

(CC vs TT) 9.21 (0.81–105.0) .073 7.11 (0.56–90.2) .130
MBOAT7 (CC vs CT) 0.97 (0.62–1.52) .904

(CC vs TT) 1.25 (0.68–2.27) .473
HSD17B13 (TT vs TTA) 0.76 (0.50–1.14) .187

(TT vs TATA) 0.77 (0.35–1.68) .515

NOTE. Ordered logistic regression is suited to assess the association between independent predictors and disease stages ranked according to increasing
severity, making full use of ordinal data. In our case, the ordered logistic regression assumes that higher histologic scores are more severe, but there is no
assumption that one-step increases are of equal distance (for example, from F1 to F2 versus from F2 to F3). Odds ratios indicate the risk for at least a one-stage
increase of fibrosis.
Risk factors were assessed independently in the univariable analysis without adjustments. Univariable risk factors with P <.10 were included in the multivariable
analysis. P values <.05 are reported from the multivariable analysis after stepwise backwards elimination. Analyses were robust to correction for use of statins,
antidiabetics, and antibiotics within the last 3 months.
BMI, body mass index; HbA1c, glycosylated hemoglobin; HDL, high-density lipoprotein; HOMA-IR, homeostatic model assessment for insulin resistance;
HSD17B13, HSD17B13 rs72613567T>TA; LDL, low-density lipoprotein; MBOAT7, MBOAT7 rs641738C>T; PNPLA3, PNPLA3 rs738409C>G; TM6SF2, TM6SF2
rs58542926C>T.
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Combined Effects of Metabolic and Genetic
Risk Factors on Hepatic Fibrosis

Higher HOMA-IR, lower LDL, and risk polymorphisms
PNPLA3 rs738409-G and TM6SF2 rs58542926-T were all
independent predictors of increasing fibrosis stages in
multivariable, ordered logistic regression (Table 2).
HOMA-IR score �2.5 had the highest adjusted OR for
prediction of fibrosis (OR ¼ 3.04; 95% CI, 1.90–4.87; P <
.001) (Figure 2A). LDL <2.6 mmol/L (OR ¼ 2.05; 95% CI,
1.33–3.16; P ¼ .001), TM6SF2 rs58542926-T (OR ¼ 1.99;
95% CI, 1.17–3.37; P ¼ .011), age older than 50 years
(OR ¼ 1.66; 95% CI, 1.03–2.70; P ¼ .039), and PNPLA3
rs738409-G (OR ¼ 1.53; 95% CI, 1.11–2.12; P ¼ .009)
also independently correlated with higher fibrosis stage
(Figure 2A). Duration of excessive drinking and active
drinking were not associated with higher fibrosis stage
(Table 2). The analyses were robust to correction for use
of statins, antidiabetics, and recent antibiotics.
Metabolic and Genetic Risk Factors for Hepatic
Inflammation

Increasing HOMA-IR was associated with more severe
hepatic inflammation (OR ¼ 1.08; 95% CI, 1.04–1.12; P <
.001), whereas none of the other glycemic risk factors or
lipid markers were associated with inflammation
(Supplementary Table 3, Supplementary Figure 5).
PNPLA3 rs738409-G and TT-homozygotes for MBOAT7



Figure 2. Coefficient plot showing the proportional odds ratios from the multivariable analyses with 95% CIs for increased (A)
fibrosis, (B) inflammation, and (C) steatosis. Analyses were adjusted for age, gender, BMI, active drinking, long-term alcohol
consumption (>20 years), and genetic risk variants. (A) Five factors were independently associated with significantly higher
fibrosis stage: HOMA-IR �2.5 (OR ¼ 3.04; 95% CI, 1.90–4.87; P < .001), LDL <2.6 mmol/L (OR ¼ 2.05; 95% CI, 1.33–3.16;
P ¼ .001), TM6SF2 rs58542926C>T (OR ¼ 1.99; 95% CI, 1.17–3.37; P ¼ .011), age older than 50 years (OR ¼ 1.66; 95% CI,
1.03–2.70; P ¼ .039), and PNPLA3 rs738409C>G (OR ¼ 1.53; 95% CI, 1.11–2.12; P ¼ .009). (B) Four risk factors were
independently associated with significantly higher inflammation score: HOMA-IR �2.5 (OR ¼ 3.99; 95% CI, 2.49–6.40; P <
.001), active drinkers (OR ¼ 2.37; 95% CI, 1.57–3.57; P < .001), age older than 50 (OR ¼ 1.81; 95% CI, 1.11–2.94; P ¼ .001),
and PNPLA3 (OR ¼ 1.55; 95% CI, 1.14–2.94; P ¼ .005). (C) Four risk factors were independently associated with significant
increased steatosis: active drinkers (OR ¼ 7.51; 95% CI, 4.62–12.21; P < .001), BMI >30 kg/m2 (OR ¼ 2.06; 95% CI,
1.26–3.36; P ¼ .004), triglycerides �1.7 mmol/L (OR ¼ 1.99; 95% CI, 1.26–3.16; P ¼ .003), and PNPLA3 rs738409-G (OR ¼
1.63; 95% CI, 1.16–2.29; P ¼ .005). BMI, body mass index; HOMA-IR, homeostatic model assessment for insulin resistance;
LDL, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol; TG, triglycerides.
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rs641738C>T predicted higher risk of inflammation. In
the multivariable regression analysis, HOMA-IR, PNPLA3
rs738409-G, and MBOAT7 rs641738-T remained signifi-
cantly associated with more severe inflammation
(Supplementary Table 3). In the coefficient plot, HOMA-
IR �2.5 was the strongest independent predictor of
inflammation, followed by active drinking, age >50, and
PNPLA3 rs738409-G (Figure 2B).
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Metabolic and Genetic Risk Factors for Hepatic
Steatosis

Active drinking was by far the strongest predictor of
steatosis, with the highest adjusted OR (OR ¼ 7.55; 95%
CI, 4.62–12.35; P < .001; Supplementary Table 3). None
of the glycemic risk factors were associated with hepatic
steatosis, but higher triglycerides (OR ¼ 1.39; 95% CI,
1.16–1.67; P < .001) and higher HDL cholesterol (OR ¼
1.61; 95% CI, 1.02–2.54; P ¼ .041) were associated with
more steatosis (Supplementary Figure 6). The only ge-
netic risk factor that predicted higher grades of steatosis
was PNPLA3 rs738409-G. Active drinking, triglycerides,
and PNPLA3 rs738409-G remained independently asso-
ciated with more steatosis in the multivariable regres-
sion analysis (Supplementary Table 3).

Diagnostic Accuracy of Metabolic and Genetic
Risk Factors to Predict Severe Liver Fibrosis
and Cirrhosis

A basic model combining age, gender, BMI, and
alcohol history predicted presence of advanced fibrosis
(�F3) with poor accuracy (Figure 3A). Adding metabolic
traits and genetics increased area under the receiver
operating characteristic curve to 0.80 (95% CI,
0.74–0.85; P < .01). In a decision tree, we were able to
discriminate patients according to the risk of having
advanced fibrosis (Figure 3B). Interestingly, 68% (13/
17) with HOMA-IR �2.5 and 2 PNPLA3 rs738409-G al-
leles had advanced fibrosis, compared with only 7% (6/
89) of the patients with HOMA-IR <2.5 and no PNPLA3
rs738409-G allele. Supplementary Figure 7 shows deci-
sion trees using information from the basic model, basic
model þ metabolic traits, and basic model þ genetics.

Discussion

In this biopsy-controlled study, we find that insulin
resistance and genetic susceptibility markedly and
independently determine fibrosis severity and hepatic
inflammation in patients with a history of sustained,
harmful drinking. Consequently, if a patient meets the
criteria for ALD, our data indicate that information on
current drinking is of little value to predict fibrosis stage
but strongly associates with steatosis and inflammation.
=
Figure 3. (A) ROC curves of prediction models to diagnose adv
according to predicted risk of advanced liver fibrosis (�F3). Lig
show the proportion of patients with advanced liver fibrosis aft
branch the OR (95% CI) refers to the odds of having advanced
resistance (HOMA-IR �2.5), PNPLA3 risk variant, age older than
for more than 20 years were the strongest discriminative variabl
which also included obesity [BMI >30 kg/m2], gender, TM6SF
operating characteristic; BMI, body mass index; CC, P
(rs738409C>G) heterozygote; CI, confidence interval; GG, PN
static model assessment for insulin resistance; LDL, low-densit
We further show that a large majority of ALD patients
suffer from several metabolic risk factors, verifying that
excess alcohol use is often accompanied by an unfavor-
able metabolic profile.

There is large interindividual variation in fibrosis
severity in patients with an established risk of liver
disease due to excess drinking.17 Population studies have
shown a dose-response effect of alcohol on the risk of
cirrhosis, but these studies analyze the full spectrum of
alcohol use from lifetime abstainers and occasional
drinkers to heavy drinking.18 Similar population studies
have argued for a synergistic effect between obesity and
alcohol consumption on risk of advanced liver disease,7,8

but less is known about the interaction of risk factors in
those who drink above the threshold that defines ALD.
Our investigation of biopsy-controlled ALD with detailed
metabolic phenotyping and genetic sequencing makes
clear that insulin resistance should be investigated in
patients with a history of chronic excess drinking. Altered
glucose metabolism is a well-known consequence of
cirrhosis,19 but our observations indicate that these path-
ologic changes already develop in pre-cirrhotic stages of
fibrosis. Furthermore, insulin resistance was also associ-
ated with hepatic inflammation. This leads us to speculate
that insulin resistance may be a pathophysiological driver
of hepatic inflammation, which promotes fibrogenesis.
Altered glucose metabolism is also a well-known conse-
quence of excess drinking.20 Another option is therefore a
confounding effect, where patients who are prone to
develop liver fibrosis are also susceptible to develop in-
sulin resistance due to alcohol. However, in NAFLD, insulin
resistance is tightly linked to a progressive phenotype.21

We therefore speculate that insulin resistance may repre-
sent a useful modifiable factor and a potential drug target
against fibrosis in ALD, although this theory requires
confirmation in interventional studies.

Lower LDL also predicted increasing fibrosis inde-
pendent of other metabolic risk factors. Interestingly,
LDL was not associated with hepatic steatosis, which was
mainly determined by ongoing alcohol consumption. The
negative association of LDL with fibrosis stage could be
explained by a decrease in liver apolipoprotein synthesis,
as indicated in a recent study using the same cohort that
paired liver and plasma proteomics.22

PNPLA3 rs738409-G has previously been found to in-
crease the risk of cirrhosis by ORs 1.53 to 2.79 in alcohol
misusers.23 In the present study, PNPLA3 rs738409-G
anced liver fibrosis (�F3). (B) Decision tree grouping patients
ht blue boxes indicate the test parameter. Red/white boxes

er splitting the cohort according to a test parameter. At each
liver fibrosis compared with the group having OR ¼ 1. Insulin
50 years, LDL cholesterol <2.6 mmol/L, and excess drinking
es (selected from c2 automatic interaction detection analysis,
2, HSD17B13, MBOAT7). AUROC, area under the receiver
NPLA3 (rs738409C>G) CC-homozygotes; CG, PNPLA3
PLA3 (rs738409C>G) GG-homozygotes; HOMA-IR, homeo-
y lipoprotein cholesterol; OR, odds ratio.
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showed similar effect on the risk of higher fibrosis stage,
with highest risk in GG-homozygous patients. Our results
also show that PNPLA3 rs738409-G affects liver inflam-
mation and steatosis, indicating global, negative effects.
Notably, a cohort study of alcoholmisusers showed slower
reduction in liver stiffness after abstinence in PNPLA3
rs738409-G patients, but the study was not powered to
detect differences in liver histology.24 We also confirmed
TM6SF2 rs58542926-T to be a risk factor of progressive
fibrosis, but with less clinical impact because of lower
prevalence than PNPLA3. Access to genetic testing is
rapidly growing, and genetics will likely become an inte-
grated part of routine investigations.25 Our results show
that genetic information improves individual risk strati-
fication for patients with a history of excess drinking.

Our study has limitations that should be consid-
ered. First, we only studied Danish individuals of
European ancestry. Our results may therefore not be
generalizable to other countries or ethnic groups with
other patterns of drinking and lifestyle. Second, the
cross-sectional design prohibits causal inference.
However, it should be noted that this limitation does
not apply to the genetic data. Third, although our study
cohort was adequately powered to detect its main
outcome, it was not large enough to allow for statis-
tical tests for interaction between the individual risk
factors affecting severity of liver disease. Previous
population-based studies have reported interactions
between alcohol consumption, obesity, and the indi-
vidual genetic risk factors affecting liver disease.8,26

We speculate that similar interactions are likely to
exist in our cohort.

In conclusion, metabolic and genetic risk factors are
highly prevalent in excessive drinkers and predict the
severity of ALD, independent of excessive alcohol use for
more than 20 years and abstinence within 1 week pre-
ceding the inclusion. A definition such as the recently
proposed metabolic dysfunction-associated fatty liver
disease, which comprises environmental (alcohol),
metabolic, and genetic drivers, could potentially pave the
way for subtyping this large group of patients.27 How-
ever, this terminology may reduce focus from managing
alcohol misuse and may ignore alcohol’s direct effects on
glucose metabolism. Nevertheless, our findings raise the
question of whether metabolic and genetic profiling
should be considered part of the clinical work-up in ALD,
particularly insulin resistance. Control of metabolic dis-
orders could be as important as lowering alcohol use in
patients with ALD.
Supplementary Material

Note: To access the supplementary material accom-
panying this article, visit the online version of Clinical
Gastroenterology and Hepatology at www.cghjournal.org,
and at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cgh.2020.11.038.
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Genetic Risk Factors

The 4 SNPs reported in this study were extracted
from a genome-wide typing of genetic variants. Genomic
DNA extracted from buffycoats was genotyped on the
Infinium Global Screening Array v. 2.0 Beadchip (Illu-
mina, San Diego), which contains 665,608 single nucle-
otide variants. Genotyping was performed using the
HiScan system (Illumina), and genotypes were called
using the GenCall module of the GenomeStudio software
(Illumina) using default cluster data. After removal of
duplicate genotypes, SNPs with a call rate <5%, in-
dividuals with a SNP call rate <5%, individuals with high
inbreeding coefficient, and individuals with non-
European ancestry, a total of 325 individuals and
638,206 SNPs, passed quality control. Genetic ancestry
was assessed on the basis of principal components
analysis, and only individuals who cluster with the
Caucasian ancestry individuals from the 1000G dataset
were included in the analysis. All SNPs were imputed by
using the Michigan server with the 1000G Phase 3 v5
(GRCh37/hg19) reference panel. Allele dosages of the 4
SNPs PNPLA3 (rs738409C>G), TM6SF2
(rs58542926C>T), MBOAT7 (rs641738C>T), and
HSD17B13 (rs72613567T>TA) were extracted, rounded
to 0, 1, and 2.

Histology

One pathologist (SD), blinded to the clinical data,
scored all liver biopsies of adequate quality (>10 mm
length and >5 portal tracts or presence of cirrhotic
nodules) in accordance with the NAS-CRN.1 The fibrosis
stages were also determined according to the NAS-CRN
as follows: F0, no fibrosis; F1, perisinusoidal/
pericellular zone 3, or portal/periportal fibrosis; F2,
perisinusoidal fibrosis in combination with portal/peri-
portal fibrosis; F3, bridging fibrosis; F4, cirrhosis. He-
patic inflammation was defined as the sum of hepatocyte
ballooning and lobular inflammation and ranged from
0 to 5. Hepatocyte ballooning (0–2), lobular inflamma-
tion (0–3), and steatosis (S0–S3) were also determined
according to the NAS-CRN system.
Description of Ordered Logistic Regression

Ordered logistic regression is suited to assess the
association between independent predictors and disease
stages ranked according to increasing severity, making
full use of ordinal data.2,3 In our case, the ordered logistic
regression assumes that higher histologic scores are
more severe, but there is no assumption that one-step
increases are of equal distance (for example, from F1
to F2 versus from F2 to F3). However, the proportion-
ality between each pair of outcome groups should be the
same. To ensure this, we tested that the coefficients were
equal across categories by using a maximum likelihood-
ratio test. We consequently report the proportional OR of
having at least one step higher fibrosis, hepatic inflam-
mation, or steatosis.
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Supplementary
Figure 2. Distribution of ge-
notypes in the cohort accord-
ing to the 4 genetic variants:
PNPLA3 (rs738409C>G),
TM6SF2 (rs58542926C>T),
MBOAT7 (rs641738C>T),
and HSD17B13
(rs72613567T>TA).

Supplementary Figure 1. Study flow diagram.
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Supplementary
Figure 3. Box plot showing
metabolic risk factors ac-
cording to the fibrosis
stage. Horizontal line in the
box shows the median,
with boxes extending from
25% to 75% of values
(interquartile range), and
outliers are shown as dots.
Horizontal arrows indicate
differences between
groups (only P values <.05
are shown). P values indi-
cate significant difference
to nearest fibrosis stage
obtained by rank-sum
tests between fibrosis
stages. BMI, body mass
index; HbA1c, glycosy-
lated hemoglobin; HDL,
high-density lipoprotein;
HOMA-IR, homeostatic
model assessment for in-
sulin resistance; LDL, low-
density lipoprotein.
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Supplementary
Figure 4. Distribution of
fibrosis stages according to
the 4 genetic variants:
PNPLA3 (rs738409C>G),
TM6SF2 (rs58542926C>T),
MBOAT7 (rs641738C>T),
and HSD17B13
(rs72613567T>TA).

Supplementary Figure 5.Metabolic factors for hepatic inflammation. (A) Heatmap showing the relative level of the metabolic
risk factors in relation to increasing hepatic inflammation score. Median of each risk factor is normalized ranging from 0 to 1. (B)
Box plot showing HOMA-IR increases with the hepatic inflammation score. Horizontal line in the box shows the median, with
boxes extending from 25% to 75% of values (interquartile range), and outliers are shown as dots. Horizontal arrows indicate
differences between groups (only P values <.05 are shown). P values indicate significant difference to nearest fibrosis stage
obtained by rank-sum tests between fibrosis stages. (C) Distribution of inflammation score in relation to current alcohol
consumption (abstinent vs active drinkers). BMI, body mass index; Chol, cholesterol; CI, confidence interval; Glc, glucose;
HbA1c, glycosylated hemoglobin; HDL, high-density lipoprotein; HOMA-IR, homeostatic model assessment for insulin
resistance; LDL, low-density lipoprotein; TG, triglycerides.
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Supplementary Figure 6.Metabolic and genetic predictors of alcohol-related liver steatosis. (A) Heatmap showing relative
level of metabolic risk factors in relation to increasing steatosis grade. Median of each risk factor is normalized ranging from
0 to 1. (B) Box plot showing plasma triglycerides increase with grade of steatosis. Horizontal line in the box shows the median,
with boxes extending from 25% to 75% of values (interquartile range), and outliers are shown as dots. Horizontal arrows
indicate differences between groups (only P values <.05 are shown). P values indicate significant difference to nearest fibrosis
stage obtained by rank-sum tests between fibrosis stages. (C) Distribution of steatosis grade in relation to current alcohol
consumption (abstinent vs active drinkers). BMI, body mass index; Chol, cholesterol; CI, confidence interval; Glc, glucose;
HbA1c, glycosylated hemoglobin; HDL, high-density lipoprotein; HOMA-IR, homeostatic model assessment for insulin
resistance; LDL, low-density lipoprotein; TG, triglycerides.
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Supplementary Figure 7. Decision trees grouping patients according to predicted risk of advanced liver fibrosis (�F3). (A)
Basic model: age >50 years was the only discriminative variable (selected from c2 automatic interaction detection analysis,
which also included gender, obesity [BMI >30 kg/m2], and excess drinking for more than 20 years). (B) Basic model þ
metabolic traits: insulin resistance (HOMA-IR �2.5), LDL cholesterol <2.6 mmol/L, and excess drinking for more than 20 years
were the strongest discriminative variables (selected from c2 automatic interaction detection analysis, which also included
gender). (C) Basic model þ genetics: age >50 years, PNPLA3, TM6SF2, and excess drinking for more than 20 years were the
strongest discriminative variables (selected from c2 automatic interaction detection analysis, which also included gender,
obesity, MBOAT7, and excess drinking for more than 20 years). BMI, body mass index; CC, PNPLA3 (rs738409C>G) CC-
homozygotes; CC, TM6SF2 (rs58542926C>T) CC-homozygotes; CG, PNPLA3 (rs738409C>G) heterozygote; CI, confi-
dence interval; CT, TM6SF2 (rs58542926C>T) heterozygote; GG, PNPLA3 (rs738409C>G) GG-homozygotes; HOMA-IR,
homeostatic model assessment for insulin resistance; LDL, low-density lipoprotein; TT, TM6SF2 (rs58542926C>T) TT-
homozygotes.
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Supplementary Table 1.Metabolic Profile in Abstaining
Persons and Active Alcohol
Consumers

Characteristics Abstainers Active drinkers

Patients, n 158 167

BMI, kg/m2 27 (23–30) 28 (24–32)

Diabetes, n 27 (17%) 23 (14%)

HOMA-IR >2.5, n 90 (57%) 101 (60%)

Statin users 33 (22%) 37 (21%)

Oral antidiabetic users 13 (8%) 9 (5%)

Glucose metabolism
P-glucose (mmol/L) 6.3 (5.7–6.9) 6.3 (5.8–7.1)
HbA1c (mmol/mol) 37 (33–41) 36 (32–39)
Insulin (pmol/L) 67 (43–133) 79 (43–143)
Insulin resistance (HOMA-IR) 2.8 (1.6–5.9) 3.4 (1.6–7.6)

Lipid metabolism
HDL cholesterol (mmol/L) 1.2 (0.9–1.5) 1.4 (1.1-1.8)a

LDL cholesterol (mmol/L) 3.2 (2.4–3.7) 2.7 (2.0-3.4)a

Total cholesterol (mmol/L) 4.8 (4.2–5.8) 4.8 (4.2–5.8)
Triglycerides (mmol/L) 1.22 (0.93–1.68) 1.40 (0.92–1.92)

NOTE. All summary data are medians (25%–75% percentile) or counts (%).
aP <.05 obtained by using c2 test or rank-sum test by comparison between
abstaining persons and active alcohol consumers.
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Supplementary Table 2.Metabolic and Genetic Risk Factors of Higher Fibrosis Stage at Univariable and Multivariable
Ordered Logistic Regression Analysis in Subgroup of 138 Carriers of Risk Variant PNPLA3
Rs738409:G

Risk factors

Fibrosis

Univariable Multivariable

OR (95% CI) P value OR (95% CI) P value

Age, y 1.04 (1.01–1.07) .012 NS

Sex, female 0.79 (0.38–1.64) .523

Active drinking, yes 1.37 (0.75–2.53) .306

>20 years of excessive drinking, n 1.26 (0.69–2.29) .457

Smoking, yes 1.15 (0.77–1.70) .496

Glucose metabolism
Diabetes, yes 2.09 (0.90–4.86) .086 NS
P-glucose, mmol/L 1.00 (0.86–1.15) .976
HbA1c, mmol/mol 0.97 (0.93–1.05) .054 0.93 (0.89–0.97) .001
HOMA-IR 1.16 (1.08–1.26) <.001 1.28 (1.16–1.41) <.001

Lipid metabolism
BMI, kg/m2 0.97 (0.92–1.03) .343
HDL cholesterol, mmol/L 1.02 (0.54–1.93) .940
LDL cholesterol, mmol/L 0.49 (0.35–0.69) <.001 0.46 (0.31–0.66) <.001
Total cholesterol, mmol/L 0.57 (0.43–0.74) <.001 NS
Triglycerides, mmol/L 0.85 (0.67–1.07) .174

Genetic factors
TM6SF2 rs58542926-T 1.59 (0.67–3.80) .293
MBOAT7 rs641738-T 1.00 (0.50–2.02) .987
HSD17B13 rs72613567-TA 0.58 (0.36–0.96) .033 0.56 (0.33–0.98) .041

NOTE. Odds ratios indicate risk for at least one-step increase of inflammation/steatosis score.
Risk factors were assessed independently in univariable analysis without adjustments. Univariable risk factors with P <.10 were included in multivariable analysis.
P values <.05 are reported from multivariable analysis after stepwise backwards elimination. Analyses were robust to correction for use of statins, antidiabetics,
and antibiotics within the last 3 months.
BMI, body mass index; Glc, glucose; HbA1c, glycosylated hemoglobin; HDL, high-density lipoprotein; HOMA-IR, homeostatic model assessment for insulin
resistance; HSD17B13, HSD17B13 rs72613567T>TA, LDL, low-density lipoprotein; MBOAT7, MBOAT7 rs641738C>T; PNPLA3, PNPLA3 rs738409C>G; TG,
triglycerides; TM6SF2, TM6SF2 rs58542926C>T.
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Supplementary Table 3.Metabolic and Genetic Risk Factors for Hepatic Inflammation and Steatosis in Univariable and
Multivariable Ordered Logistic Regression Analysis

Risk factors

Inflammation Steatosis

Univariable Multivariable Univariable Multivariable

OR (95% CI) P value OR (95% CI) P value OR (95% CI) P value OR (95% CI) P value

Age, y 1.04 (1.02–1.06) <.001 1.03 (1.02–1.06) <.001 1.02 (1.00–1.04) .054 NS

Sex, female 0.88 (0.56–1.39) .577 0.58 (0.36–0.95) .031 NS

Active drinking, yes 2.28 (1.53–3.39) .001 1.99 (1.32–3.00) .001 8.21 (5.13–13.16) .001 7.55 (4.62–12.35) <.001

>20 years of excessive
drinking, n

1.46 (0.99–2.17) .058 NS 1.75 (1.16–2.63) .008 1.85 (1.18–2.91) .008

Smoking, yes 0.83 (0.56–1.23) .343 0.83 (0.55–1.25) .369

Glucose metabolism
Diabetes, yes 1.64 (0.95–2.82) .074 NS 0.93 (0.52–1.66) .801
P-glucose, mmol/L 1.08 (0.98–1.20) .114 NS 1.06 (0.97–1.17) .208
HbA1c, mmol/mol 0.99 (0.97–1.11) .322 0.99 (0.97–1.01) .296
HOMA-IR 1.08 (1.04–1.12) <.001 1.07 (1.03–1.11) .001 1.02 (0.99–1.05) .265

Lipid metabolism
BMI, kg/m2 1.02 (0.99–1.06) .191 1.05 (1.01–1.09) .009 NS
HDL cholesterol, mmol/L 1.06 (0.70–1.61) .778 1.61 (1.02–2.54) .041 NS
LDL cholesterol, mmol/L 0.87 (0.72–1.05) .137 NS 0.94 (0.80–1.09) .408
Total cholesterol, mmol/L 0.96 (0.86–1.08) .512 1.06 (0.96–1.16) .230
Triglycerides, mmol/L 1.02 (0.87–1.20) .800 1.39 (1.16–1.67) <.001 1.34 (1.10–1.62) .003

Genetic factors
PNPLA3 (CC vs CG) 2.37 (1.54–3.65) <.001 2.29 (1.46–3.59) <.001 1.88 (1.21–2.92) .005 2.08 (1.28–3.37) .003

(CC vs GG) 2.50 (1.26–4.93) .008 1.99 (1.00–3.98) .051 1.73 (0.86–3.51) .126 2.20 (1.01–4.76) .046
TM6SF2 (CC vs CT) 1.66 (0.95–2.91) .073 NS 1.40 (0.80–2.44) .239

(CC vs TT) 4.61 (0.18–117.0) .354 0.62 (0.05–7.31) .705
MBOAT7 (CC vs CT) 1.00 (0.64–1.56) .994 0.82 (0.52–1.31) .411 1.20 (0.76–1.90) .428

(CC vs TT) 1.93 (1.06–3.53) .032 2.97 (1.06–3.69) .033 1.25 (0.66–2.35) .489
HSD17B13 (TT vs TTA) 0.96 (0.64–1.449 .855 1.09 (0.72–1.67) .677

(TT vs TATA) 0.44 (0.19–1.00) .050 NS 0.80 (0.35–1.83) .593

NOTE. Odds ratios indicate risk for at least a one-step increase in inflammation/steatosis score.
Risk factors were assessed independently in univariable analysis without adjustments. Univariable risk factors with P <.10 were included in multivariable analysis.
P values <.05 are reported from multivariable analysis after stepwise backwards elimination. Analyses were robust to correction for use of statins, antidiabetics,
and antibiotics within the last 3 months.
BMI, body mass index; HbA1c, glycosylated hemoglobin; HDL, high-density lipoprotein; HOMA-IR, homeostatic model assessment for insulin resistance;
HSD17B13, HSD17B13 rs72613567T>TA; LDL, low-density lipoprotein; MBOAT7, MBOAT7 rs641738C>T; PNPLA3, PNPLA3 rs738409C>G; TM6SF2, TM6SF2
rs58542926C>T.
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